Hello everybody,

We’ve already been back to school (though at home) for a week and we start again with online work, this week the focus is on grammar. Again, it makes sense to do the tasks on the days you have the lessons, with some homework on top.

The homework for the week

Correct your compositions (the language) when you get the corrected versions. The other homework comes after Tuesday’s lesson as it makes sense to do things from Tuesday to Monday.

Tasks for the lessons

Monday

Go to

www.englishpage.com

Go to verb tenses
Read 3. Verb tense chart, then do

- Exercises 1, 3, 5 and 7.

If you make (many) mistakes, read up on the verbs under „topics covered“ on the right.

Tuesday

- Do exercises 9, 11, 12 and 13.
If you make (too many) mistakes, read up on the verbs under „topics covered“ on the right.

**Homework**: (English textbook)

- p. 114, do „Checking up“, then correct it (p. 201),
- read p. 114 / G 1 and G 2
- do p. 115 / 1, 2, 3 (solutions next week)

*(If you want to practice more, do the Check-up exercises and read the Basic Rules in your (blue) grip (Grammar in Profile) pp. 9/10, 16/17, 22/23, 28/29.)*

Montag: online Grammatikaufgaben (30-45 Minuten)

Dienstag: online Grammatikaufgaben (30-45 Minuten)

Hausaufgabe: Buch S. 114 und 115 Grammatik Theorie und Aufgaben (ca 60 Minuten)